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Abstract
The Rights of Nature movement has recently achieved significant successes in using legal per-
sonhood as a tool for environmental protection. Perhaps most famously, the Whanganui
River in Aotearoa New Zealand was accorded legal personhood in 2017. These kinds of
development have attracted plenty of scholarly interest, but few have scrutinized a founda-
tional underlying question: Can natural areas, such as rivers, or other non-sentient natural
entities actually be legal persons?

The case of the Whanganui River is an example of the direct legal personhood model: it
purports to grant legal rights to the river directly. Some other jurisdictions have set up legal
persons to administer rivers, without declaring the rivers themselves to be legal persons: the
indirect legal personhood model. This article offers legal-philosophical arguments for why
legal personhood cannot be attributed to rivers directly.

Normally, legal persons can hold claim-rights and be legally wronged. Some legal persons,
such as human adults, can also be held legally responsible and exercise legal competences by
entering into contracts. Natural entities cannot do any of these things. Hence, they cannot
be legal persons directly; rather, their putative direct legal personhood will collapse into indir-
ect legal personhood. Hence, treating natural entities as direct legal persons amounts only to a
legal fiction. Such fictions may be justified for symbolic reasons. However, if environmental
protection requires setting up a legal person to protect a natural entity, such protection in
most cases can be realized without claiming that the natural entity itself would have become
a legal person.

Keywords: Rights of Nature, Legal personhood, Rights, Whanganui River, Environmental
ethics
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1. 

The Rights of Nature movement has been growing in prominence over the last decade
or so. In their comprehensive analysis of this movement, Craig Kauffmann and Pamela
Martin note that ‘Rights of Nature’ here can mean two distinct things. Firstly, in a
broader sense, the phrase can refer to the legal philosophy of Earth Jurisprudence,
which advocates a complete restructuring of Western law to ‘prioritize ecosystem func-
tioning’.1 Such a restructuring need not necessarily rely on the concept of rights.

Secondly, in a narrower sense, the phrase refers to ‘[l]egal provisions recognizing
ecosystems as subjects with rights’, as a particular way of legally codifying Earth
Jurisprudence principles.2 One famous example of this approach is the Whanganui
River in Aotearoa NewZealand, which has been accorded legal personhood.3 This art-
icle is focused on Rights of Nature in this latter sense. I will scrutinize a foundational
question underlying the legal recognition of Rights of Nature:Can non-sentient natural
entities4 hold rights or be legal persons?

It is increasingly taken for granted that rivers and other natural entities can be legal
persons and right holders. This is an instance of a prevalent, deferential anything-goes
approach.5 According to this approach, more or less any entity can hold rights and be a
legal person if the legislator or some other appropriate legal actor decides to endow that
entity with rights or legal personhood. This line of thinking has been encapsulated by
Natalie Stoljar as the claim that ‘[a]nything can be a legal person because legal persons
are stipulated as such or defined into existence’.6 Thus, civil law countries could simply
introduce a new category of legal persons, such as ‘environmental persons’, in their civil
codes. Common law countries – as well as Nordic legal systems, which lack civil codes –
would need to use some other legislative strategy.7 The anything-goes approach has
venerable roots in Western legal theory. For instance, John Salmond propounds in
his classic treatise Jurisprudence that ‘the law might, if it so pleased, attribute the

1 C.M. Kauffman & P.L. Martin, The Politics of Rights of Nature: Strategies for Building a More
Sustainable Future (The MIT Press, 2021), p. 6.

2 Ibid., p. 7.
3 See, e.g., Global Alliance for the Rights of Nature, ‘What Are the Rights of Nature?’, available at:

https://www.garn.org/rights-of-nature.
4 I use the term ‘natural entity’ to refer to natural areas (such as catchment areas and parks) and ecosystems,

as well as to non-sentient individual organisms (such as trees) and other physical non-sentient entities,
such as rocks. I will not be focusing on the attribution of legal personhood to nature as whole, though
I will briefly touch upon the Ecuadorian Constitution, which attributes rights to nature. The Rights of
Nature movement is, in fact, more often concerned with the rights of natural areas, entities or ecosystems,
rather than with the rights of nature as a whole, and I follow this practice here – hence, the reference to
‘nature’ in the title of the article.

5 This approach should not be equated with legal positivism. Rather, many prominent legal positivists
explicitly claim that there are limits as to who or what can hold rights; see V.A.J. Kurki, ‘Are Legal
Positivism and the Interest Theory of Rights Compatible?’, in M. McBride & V.A.J. Kurki (eds),
Without Trimmings: The Legal, Moral, and Political Philosophy of Matthew Kramer (Oxford
University Press, 2022), pp. 73–91.

6 N. Naffine, ‘Who are Law’s Persons? From Cheshire Cats to Responsible Subjects’ (2003) 66(3)
The Modern Law Review, pp. 346–67, at 351. Naffine notes that she is employing Natalie Stoljar’s sum-
mation, proposed to Naffine in private correspondence.

7 E.g., Aotearoa New Zealand has passed a separate act: the Te Awa Tupua (Whanganui River Claims
Settlement) Act 2017.
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quality of personality to a purely imaginary being’.8 This article is primarily a contri-
bution to that Western jurisprudential discussion.

There seem to be two primary arguments for the anything-goes approach.
According to what I call the deference argument, it is up to the legal authorities – leg-
islatures, supreme courts, and so on – to determine which entities can be legal persons.
Therefore, more or less anything can be a legal person. Another argument mounted in
support of the anything-goes approach is the corporate argument: given that law can
treat invisible, intangible and fictitious entities like corporations as legal persons, surely
it can treat virtually any entity as a legal person? This argument may be bolstered by
mentioning other peculiar examples of legal persons, such as the putative legal person-
hood of ships, Hindu idols, and so on.9 I will argue against these two arguments, as well
as against the anything-goes approach: not anything can be a legal person. Whether
natural entities can be legal persons is a question that requires justification; the legisla-
tor cannot simply determine it by fiat. Even though some legislative arrangements and
judicial pronouncements ascribe legal personhood to natural entities themselves, they
may not succeed in actually endowing the area or entity with legal personhood.

In their analysis of the role of legal personhood in river management, Erin
O’Donnell and Elizabeth Macpherson compare two models, which I will term indirect
legal personhood and direct legal personhood. Australia andChile havemade use of the
indirect model by creating legal persons that are tasked with managing certain rivers. In
Australia, for instance, the state of Victoria has set up a legal person entitled the
Victorian EnvironmentalWater Holder ‘to efficiently manage Victoria’s environmental
water entitlements to improve the values and health of Victoria’s aquatic ecosystems’.10

On the other hand, the Aotearoa New Zealand model is an example of the direct legal
personhood model: it purports to grant legal rights to the river directly by setting up a
legal person entitled ‘Te Awa Tupua’.

I will argue in this article that legal personhood or rights cannot be attributed to riv-
ers, or other natural entities, directly. Natural entities, such as rivers, cannot be
wronged, held responsible or exercise legal competences, which is why they cannot
be legal persons. Rather, their putative direct legal personhood will collapse into indir-
ect legal personhood: the Whanganui River arrangement is better understood in terms
of, say, a foundation or a trust, rather than as conferring legal personhood on the river
itself. However, this analytical criticism of such direct legal personhood arrangements
does not necessarily entail that such arrangements should not be adopted: they can still
be justified as legal fictions with symbolic value. To understand these justifications, we
should consider the different rationales behind the Rights of Nature movement.

8 J.W. Salmond, Jurisprudence (Stevens and Haynes, 1913), p. 279.
9 See R. Tur, ‘The “Person” in Law’, in A. Peacocke & G. Gillett (eds), Persons and Personality:

A Contemporary Inquiry (Basil Blackwell, 1988), pp. 117–29, at 121.
10 E. O’Donnell & E. Macpherson, ‘Voice, Power and Legitimacy: The Role of the Legal Person in River

Management in New Zealand, Chile and Australia’ (2019) 23(1) Australian Journal of Water
Resources, pp. 35–44, at 38.
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1.1. Rationales behind Rights of Nature

I can discern two primary rationales behind the movement in seeking to extend legal
personhood to natural entities. I will term these the ‘instrumental rationale’ and the
‘symbolic rationale’.

The instrumental rationale treats legal personhood as a tool for environmental pro-
tection. Someone motivated instrumentally will think of the ‘toolbox’ of Western law,
andwhich tools in that box could be used to protect the environment or natural entities.
‘Tools’ associated with legal personhood are then seen as having the potential to serve
these ends. Christopher Stone’s article on the standing of trees is a classic example.11

Stone notes a number of legal implications resulting from the fact that natural entities
are not treated as right holders. For instance, he brings up the issue of standing. It may
be difficult to prevent and remedy the pollution of a river through lawsuits if the doc-
trine of standing recognizes only anthropocentric interests in the river. Such interests
are often fragmented: though the various interests pertaining to the river may be sub-
stantial in aggregate, none of the interested parties alone may have sufficient incentive
to, say, sue the polluter.12 Ascribing legal personhood to the river may serve to bring
together these disparate interests. Similarly, in a legal system that prioritizes constitu-
tional rights, granting such rights to natural entities allows them to better ‘compete’
with other holders of similar rights on an equal basis: for instance, when conducting
judicial review of a law prohibiting the pollution of a river, a court may weigh the
potential polluters’ constitutionally protected property rights against the constitutional
rights of the river.

The instrumental rationale applies to both direct and indirect legal personhood
arrangements. However, the symbolic rationale relates primarily to direct legal person-
hood arrangements, such as those of the Whanganui River. Legal language matters,
and the language used in statutes, constitutions and other important legal texts is
often value-laden. Consider a legal system that has ‘marriages’ for heterosexual couples
and ‘civil partnerships’ for same-sex couples. These two forms of legal union could give
rise to exactly the same rights and duties, the only difference being the label. Regardless,
one might argue that such a ‘separate-but-equal’ policy is discriminatory. Thus, the
values embedded in, or expressed by legal terminology may make a difference, even
when not reflected in legal norms.13 Somewhat similarly, recognition of the rights of
nature or natural entities in statutes, constitutions and treaties may carry much sym-
bolic weight. Recognizing the rights, or legal personhood, of natural entities may be
seen as a challenge to the Western anthropocentric worldview, and is often an attempt

11 C.D. Stone, ‘Should Trees Have Standing? Toward Legal Rights for Natural Objects’ (1972) 45 Southern
California Law Review, pp. 450–501.

12 C.D Stone, Should Trees Have Standing? Law, Morality, and the Environment, 3rd edn (Oxford
University Press, 2010), p. 5.

13 I take norms (rules and principles) to be distinct from their linguistic formulations. A statement such as
‘driving faster than 80 km/h is prohibited’ is not a legal rule; rather, it expresses a legal rule.
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at accommodating the worldview of some specific non-Western people.14 An example
of the latter is the Whanganui River in Aotearoa New Zealand, where the Indigenous
Māori people consider the river to be a spiritual entity. Hence, declaring the river a legal
person serves to respect the Māori worldview. For instance, James Morris and Jacinta
Ruru ask, rhetorically, whether legal personality is ‘a vehicle for recognising Māori
relationships with water’, and reply: ‘The beauty of the concept is that it takes a
Western legal precedent and gives life to a river that better aligns with a Māori world-
view that has always regarded rivers as containing their own distinct life forces’.15

The instrumental and symbolic rationales may also come together. Given the strong
symbolic force of rights, legal provisions framed in terms of the rights of nature would
send the message that nature is not to be exploited.16 Presumably, then, legal person-
hood arrangements that purport to confer legal personhood and rights on natural
entities, as with the Whanganui River, would be taken more seriously by officials
than arrangements that refrain from such explicit conferral, as with the Australian
and Chilean cases.17

The main aim of this article is not to challenge either of these rationales. The instru-
mental rationale may certainly be justified; reasons such as path dependency may very
well require using existing legal institutions for new purposes. InMostyn v. Fabrigas,18

theMediterranean island ofMinorca was treated as part of London for purposes of the
lawsuit in order to secure justice for a wrongfully imprisoned individual. Frederick
Schauer analyzes this case as a legal fiction:

That conclusion [that Minorca is a part of London] was plainly false and equally plainly
produced a just result, and thusMostyn v. Fabrigas represents the paradigmatic example of
using a fiction to achieve what might in earlier days have been done through the vehicle of
equity.19

Another pertinent historical example is the treatment of ships as legal persons by United
States (US) admiralty law. The purpose of the doctrine was to ‘address the quagmires of

14 See E.L. O’Donnell & J. Talbot-Jones, ‘Creating Legal Rights for Rivers: Lessons from Australia, New
Zealand, and India’ (2018) 23(1) Ecology and Society, pp. 7–17. For a broader discussion of law’s ‘onto-
logical turn’, see E. Boulot & J. Sterlin, ‘Steps Towards a Legal Ontological Turn: Proposals for Law’s
Place beyond the Human’ (2022) 11(1) Transnational Environmental Law, pp. 13–38.

15 J.D.K. Morris & J. Ruru, ‘Giving Voice to Rivers: Legal Personality as a Vehicle for Recognising
Indigenous Peoples’ Relationships to Water?’ (2010) 14(2) Australian Indigenous Law Review,
pp. 49–62, at 58. However, for some good critical discussion, see M. Tănăsescu, ‘Rights of Nature,
Legal Personality, and Indigenous Philosophies’ (2020) 9(3) Transnational Environmental Law,
pp. 429–53.

16 This rationale was offered to me by many participants at the ‘Private Rights of Nature’ conference, orga-
nized at the University of Amsterdam (The Netherlands) on 4–5 June 2020.

17 Of course, this is merely a presumption. For a critical appraisal see G.J. Gordon, ‘Environmental
Personhood’ (2018) 43(1) Columbia Journal of Environmental Law, pp. 49–92. Furthermore,
Kauffmann and Martin argue that extending legal personhood to natural entities may lead to treating
them as legally liable, which may work against the objectives of the Rights of Nature movement; see
Kauffman & Martin, n. 1 above, p. 221. See also Section 5.1 of this article.

18 John Mostyn v. Anthony Fabrigas [1775] 98 ER 1021.
19 F. Schauer, ‘Legal Fictions Revisited’, in M. Del Mar &W. Twining (eds), Legal Fictions in Theory and

Practice (Springer, 2015), pp. 113–29, at 122.
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maritime trade’.20 For instance, rather than suing ship owners residing on the other side
of the Atlantic, the doctrine allowed for ships to be sued directly. Similarly, in some jur-
isdictions it may be practically necessary to confer legal rights to nature or certain nat-
ural entities in order to secure environmental protection – even if the arrangement were,
from an analytical point of view, best treated as a legal fiction.

As regards the symbolic rationale, finding ways to reconcile Western law with
Indigenous worldviews is a worthwhile goal. However, such reconciliation need not
lead to adopting such a worldview. One can respect the worldview of others without
adopting it; and this is the crux of the argument. In this article I argue that a theorist
or legal scholar should not simply take legislative and judicial pronouncements at
face value. Rather, they should seek to analyze such pronouncements with the help
of best available theories of law, legal concepts, and reality more broadly.

The article is structured as follows. Firstly, I discuss differences in how scholars often
approach legal and moral concepts respectively: legal concepts are frequently taken to
be an ‘easier’ case than their moral counterparts. I argue against this understanding,
and thenmove on to address the deference argument. After this more general treatment,
I present my theory of legal personhood and use that theory to showwhy the corporate
argument fails. Finally, I present my positive account of how the domain of legal per-
sonhood should be determined, and why natural entities cannot be legal persons.

2.  ,  ?
Many philosophers and legal scholars think that difficult moral questions become
decidedly more straightforward when transposed to the legal realm.21 I will illustrate
this phenomenon by sketching and comparing two discourses: one having to do with
the moral status of natural entities, the other with their legal status.

The moral status of natural entities has been a topic of careful study in environmen-
tal ethics.22 Are some natural entities intrinsically or ultimately valuable? Can natural
entities possess moral rights? If so, then which rights do they possess? And so on.
Questions surrounding the topic of moral rights can roughly be divided into three cat-
egories, with different levels of abstraction and evaluative commitments. An evaluative
commitment is a commitment regarding what is good or bad, morally worthy. Thus, a
stance on whether some natural entities are intrinsically valuable is an evaluative
commitment.

20 R. Mawani, Across Oceans of Law: The Komagata Maru and Jurisdiction in the Time of Empire (Duke
University Press, 2018), p. 82.

21 E.g., Taylor thinks that the legal rights of nature are a ‘less controversial matter’ than moral rights; see
P.W. Taylor, Respect for Nature: A Theory of Environmental Ethics (Princeton University Press,
2011), p. 219. For a similar claim with regard to the moral and legal rights of corporations see
C. Chapple, The Moral Responsibilities of Companies (Palgrave Macmillan, 2014), p. 140. Let me
also share an anecdote here: I asked in a Facebook group – dedicated to legal philosophy, with many
world-class legal philosophers as members – if anyone knew of treatments addressing the question of
whether natural entities can hold legal rights. Another member of the group then suggested that the ques-
tion I was really interested in was whether natural objects should be given legal rights.

22 E.g., Taylor, ibid.
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Conceptual questions have to dowith the analysis of concepts, such as the concept of
a right. Typically, rights theorists take rights to be correlated by duties, and identify as
the function of rights to protect either autonomy and choices (will theory of rights) or
well-being and interests (interest theory of rights).23 These conceptual questions can be
answered without taking on very many evaluative commitments – though some evalu-
ative commitments are more or less unavoidable.24

Now, contrast these conceptual questions with two further questions.Can some nat-
ural entities hold moral rights? This query builds partly on the conceptual question: if
rights presuppose autonomy, natural entities may be excluded from the domain of right
holders on conceptual grounds – assuming they are not autonomous in the required
sense.25 However, answering the ‘can’ question may also take a different form.
According to many interest theories, rights can be held only by entities that are of ultim-
ate value, which is why determining who or what can hold rights is a value-laden
inquiry.

This idea builds upon Joseph Raz’s distinction between three types of value: instru-
mental value, intrinsic value, and ultimate value. Something is of instrumental value by
virtue of its good consequences: a computer may, for instance, have instrumental value
for its owner. Something that is of intrinsic value is valuable regardless of its conse-
quences, but it is still valuable to someone or something.26 Art can be intrinsically valu-
able to human beings: its value does not depend on its consequences. However, both
instrumental and intrinsic value derive from ultimate value. Raz provides the example
of a man and his companion dog. The relationship between the man and the dog may
be instrumentally valuable in bringing about good consequences – but also intrinsically
valuable regardless of its consequences. However, according to Raz, intrinsic value
must still be derived from ultimate value. Raz holds, anthropocentrically, that the well-
being of the man is the ultimate source of intrinsic and instrumental value here. In other
words, the intrinsic value of the relationship derives from the ultimate value of the man.
However, Raz notes that the well-being of the dog could be thought of by some as such
a source of value, too.27 I count myself among them: I think only sentient beings have
ultimate value. In Section 5.2, I will expand upon why sentience is so central for rights
holding and legal personhood. At any rate, this distinction between intrinsic and ultim-
ate value is useful. It allows us to say that nature, or natural entities, may lack ultimate
value but regardless have intrinsic value based on its value to the ultimate value of sen-
tient beings, which is connected with it in various ways. This understanding of value is
sentiocentric – that is, it prioritizes sentient beings.

23 On theories of rights see, e.g., M.H. Kramer, ‘Rights in Legal and Political Philosophy’, in G.A. Caldeira,
R.D. Kelemen&K.E.Whittington (eds), TheOxford Handbook of Law and Politics (Oxford University
Press, 2008), pp. 414–27.

24 See M.H. Kramer, ‘Rights Without Trimmings’, in M.H. Kramer, N.E. Simmonds & H. Steiner (eds),
A Debate over Rights: Philosophical Enquiries (Oxford University Press, 1998), pp. 7–112, at 98–101.

25 One can, of course, argue that some natural entities do indeed possess autonomy; see, e.g., M. Woods,
Rethinking Wilderness (Broadview Press, 2017) p. 232. Many thanks to both Patrik Baard and Laura
Burgers for pointing this out.

26 J. Raz, The Morality of Freedom (Clarendon Press, 1986), pp. 177–8.
27 Ibid., p. 178.
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Thirdly, and finally, assuming that some natural entity N can hold moral rights,
whatmoral rights exactly does N hold? Answering this questionwill, again, require fur-
ther evaluative commitments and normative reasoning. One may, for instance, need to
weigh human property rights against the interests of some natural entity not to be
exploited.28 In order to do this, one must not only take a stance on whether both
humans and the natural entity are ultimately valuable, but also a stance on, say,
whether the rights of human beings can override or trump those of a natural entity,
or vice versa.

If we turn to legal rights, we might expect a relatively similar argumentative struc-
ture, with an initial conceptual question (‘What are legal rights?’), followed by the
‘can’ question (‘Can natural entities hold legal rights?’), and finally by the ‘what rights’
question (‘What legal rights do natural entities hold, or what legal rights should they
hold?’). However, many seem to think differently with regard to legal rights: whereas
the moral rights of natural entities are a difficult and controversial topic, legal rights are
supposedly easier. One can certainly find sophisticated and rigorous treatments of the
legal rights or legal personhood of natural entities, but these are often focused on
whether some natural entities should be given legal rights. However, an important ante-
cedent question is seen as immaterial in the legal sphere: many scholars seem to think
that certain conceptual features of law and legal rights entail that the ‘can’ questionmay
be skirted over. It is often simply taken for granted that natural entities – regardless of
their moral status – can hold legal rights or be legal persons.29

3.   :
‘    ,  …’

One of the arguments in favour of the anything-goes approach is the deference argu-
ment. According to this argument, anything can be a legal person or right holder
because the legislator or some other legal authority can freely determine the domain,
extension and intention of any legal concept – or, at least, the concepts of legal person-
hood or rights – and legal scholars should simply take such determinations at face
value. Michael Hartney has endorsed this line of thought very explicitly:

The ultimate touchstone… of all legal statements (and of the meaning of legal terms) is…
the acts (and especially the utterances) of these legal authorities. … No argument, philo-
sophical or otherwise, can ever prevail against the pronouncement of the competent
legal authority.

This is especially true of the term ‘right’. The utterance of a legal authority (legislature, offi-
cial, court) that a right is being conferred is conclusive evidence that a legal right has been
conferred.Whatever legal authorities say is a legal right, is a legal right, whether this agrees
with what philosophers would say about moral rights. If a statute says that trees have

28 See, e.g., Taylor, n. 21 above, p. 219.
29 For one critical appraisal, see P. Baard, ‘Fundamental Challenges for Rights of Nature’, in D.P. Corrigan

& M. Oksanen (eds), Rights of Nature: A Re-examination (Routledge, 2021), pp. 156–75.
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rights, then trees have certain legal rights, whether we consider this to bemorally defensible
or even morally possible.30

I disagreewith the deference argument. I have elsewhere distinguished different types of
deferencewith regard to rights.31 According towhat I call ‘domain deference’, the legis-
lator (or other relevant authorities) may freely decide the domain and range of right
holders in that jurisdiction – that is, who or what can hold rights.32 Even more extreme
is ‘conceptual deference’, according to which the authorities may also freely decide the
meanings of legal terms and concepts.

It is not wholly clear which form of deference Hartney subscribes to,33 but especially
conceptual deference has problematic consequences. For instance, consider the work
undertaken by legal theorists on ownership. There is a long-standing debate onwhether
ownership is best analyzed as a bundle of rights, as dominion over an object, or as
something else.34 However, conceptual deference would entail that the legislator
could simply decide which of these analyses is correct, by legislative fiat. But could
the legislator not have overlooked some important features of ownership? Of course,
judges and legal scholars would have to consider the legal import of such a legislative
definition when engaging in legal interpretation, but scholars could surely also provide
alternative analyses of ownership, with hopes of better explaining the institution. I will
expand on these two different modes of inquiry – legal interpretation and analysis –
below.

Tomasz Pietrzykowski endorses a somewhat more tempered account with regard to
the domain of right holders: legal personhood ‘can be granted to anybody or anything,
provided that under binding legal norms the entity on which it is conferred can be trea-
ted by others as a holder of separate rights or duties’.35 The proposed domain of right
holders can be capacious or narrow, depending on how the condition – that the entity
‘can be treated by others as a holder of separate rights and duties’ – is interpreted.
Pietrzykowski relies here on the legal philosophy of Leon Petraz ̇ycki:

30 M. Hartney, ‘Some Confusions Concerning Collective Rights’ (1991) 4(2) Canadian Journal of Law &
Jurisprudence, pp. 293–314, at 301–2.

31 Kurki, n. 5 above, pp. 84–8.
32 Instead of ‘deference’, this view could also be labelled ‘voluntarism’ (cf. P. Eleftheriadis, Legal Rights

(Oxford University Press, 2008), p. 173) or ‘legal omnipotence’ (see M.A. Jovanovic,́ Collective
Rights: A Legal Theory (Cambridge University Press, 2014), pp. 4–5).

33 The passage is admittedly ambiguous, but I take the part ‘Whatever legal authorities say is a legal right, is
a legal right’ to be an endorsement of conceptual deference. Hartney also writes that ‘[t]he utterances of
legal authorities constitute the raw data upon which our theory of legal rights must build. This theory
must make room for all the rights and the kinds of rights which utterances of legal authorities say
have been conferred’: Hartney, n. 30 above, p. 302. I take the passage as expressing at least a partial com-
mitment to conceptual deference.

34 For an overview see A. di Robilant & T. Syed, ‘Property’s Building Blocks: Hohfeld in Europe and
Beyond’, in S. Balganesh, T.M. Sichelman & H. Smith (eds), Wesley Hohfeld a Century Later: Edited
Work, Select Personal Papers, and Original Commentaries (Cambridge University Press, 2020),
pp. 223–57.

35 T. Pietrzykowski, Personhood Beyond Humanism: Animals, Chimeras, Autonomous Agents and the
Law (Springer, 2018), p. 22.
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Leon Petraz ̇ycki observes that each sensation of legal obligation comprises the image of the
holder of the right, which corresponds to another’s obligation. This is why subjects of
rights need not be real-life entities; it is sufficient that the subject of a particular
imperative-attributive emotion believes that such entities are capable of holding rights.
This explains why rights are sometimes ascribed not only to humans but also to gods, nat-
ural environment objects, spirits of the dead, future generations etc.36

Petraz ̇ycki’s theory is certainly a substantive account of rights, and one that might pro-
vide some reasons for domain deference. In the next section I discuss the role of legis-
lative pronouncements and definitions in legal scholarship, distinguishing two different
modes of inquiry: legal interpretation and analysis of the results of interpretation. I take
the strengths of Petrażycki’s account to lie in the former mode rather than in the latter.
However, the modern analytic theories of rights –which do not ascribe rights based on
imperative-attributive emotions – are better suited for the latter task.37 Rather, what I
take to be the best theoretical approach to rights involves, firstly, analyzing rights down
to their components, employing the Hohfeldian analysis of rights,38 and then con-
structing an account of rights that is theoretically optimal.39 Most modern rights the-
orists do not think that an analytic account of rights should try to accommodate all
of our everyday linguistic intuitions about rights. Rather, since the folk notion of a
right is unclear and muddled, an analytic account should try to improve upon it.

3.1. Can Legal Authorities Be Wrong?

Institutions make various claims about reality. For instance, according to the dogma of
the Catholic Church, the Pope is infallible on certain matters of faith and morality. The
Pope has used this authority to declare that the Virgin Mary was assumed body and
soul into heaven, an event labelled the Assumption of Mary. Should an external obser-
ver therefore conclude that if the Pope declares X – ‘X’ being some issue falling within
faith and morality – then it follows that X? This would be a strange conclusion to any-
one who does not share the teachings of the Catholic Church. We arrive at very funda-
mental questions about metaphysics, epistemology and objectivity: Is there an objective
reality? Even if there were such a reality, can we gain objective knowledge about it, or
are there rather only different points of view?

Even postmodernist approaches typically do not deny the existence of an objective
reality, but postmodernism is often associated with the denial of our ability to gain
any objective knowledge about it. Rather, all we have access to are points of view
and discourses. In away, the ‘really question’ is unnecessary for a robust postmodernist:

36 Ibid., pp. 21–2.
37 An unequivocal refutation of domain deference is provided by Kramer: ‘Under my theory, the status of

individuals … as potential holders of legal rights is an objective ethical matter rather than something
that depends on the justificatory beliefs of legal-government officials in any particular jurisdiction.
Salves and cattle are potential holders of legal rights in every jurisdiction, while stone formations are
not potential holders of legal rights in any jurisdiction’: M.H. Kramer, ‘In Defence of the Interest
Theory of Right-Holding: Rejoinders to Leif Wenar on Rights’, in M. McBride (ed.), New Essays on
the Nature of Rights (Hart, 2017), pp. 49–84.

38 For an elaboration of the Hohfeldian analysis see n. 64 below.
39 See, e.g., S. VanDuffel, ‘AdequacyConstraints for aTheoryof Rights’, inMcBride, n. 37 above, pp. 187–202.
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it is not meaningful to ask whether the Assumption of Mary really took place, because
the objective reality is unreachable in any case. However, I am not a postmodernist – I
think we can ask the ‘really question’. Answering such a question would mean scrutin-
izing the premises of the Assumption of Mary, using the best relevant scientific theories
and knowledge.

Authoritative legal materials often contain declarations about reality, too. A consti-
tution could make reference to a god or, hypothetically, declare that the Supreme Court
is infallible.40 Now, the question is how such declarations should be understood: are
they actually purporting to describe the objective reality, or are they rather masked
expressions of legal norms? For instance, Brian Bix remarks the following with regard
to the notion of death:

When the argument in newspaper editorials and at the meetings of hospital ethics commit-
tees is framed in terms of the question, ‘Is this patient really still alive?’ the various terms
used (‘alive,’ ‘really alive,’ ‘delayed death,’ ‘limbo between life and death,’ etc.) are often
only place-markers for positions on difficult ethical questions—for example, ‘Should
this patient continue to receive certain forms of treatment?’41

In this case, putatively conceptual questions actually boil down to questions about legal
and ethical norms, and their applicability to the case at hand. Hans Kelsen makes a
similar point when discussing Article 347 of the German Commercial Code, according
towhich ‘a good which is not in time returned to the sender has to be treated as if it had
been approved and accepted by the receiver’. Kelsen contests that the lawwould be pre-
tending that the receiver really had approved and accepted the goods. Kelsen analyzes
the provision instead in terms of its legal consequences:

Article 347 is, just like any so-called ‘fiction’ of the legislator, nothing but an abbreviating
expression. The law simply wants to attach the same legal consequences to one case as it
does to another. To phrase this in a separate norm would be too cumbersome, too
laboured; or maybe the second case was not even considered in the first place. It would
be superfluous to repeat all the rules which have already been set down for the first case.
The legislator can rest content with declaring that in the second case the same rules
apply as in the first case. It is a misunderstanding to suppose that this effect would be
achieved by forcing the person applying the law to accept the idea that both cases are
alike, i.e. that they do not differ as a matter of fact. That they are ‘legally’ the same simply
means that despite a natural difference in fact the same legal consequence is supposed to
follow.42

Kelsen’s analysis can be applied quite straightforwardly to the putative legal person-
hood of ships as well. Even if similar legal rules apply to the ship as to legal persons,

40 The example is inspired by the US case Brown v. Allen, where Robert Jackson noted in his concurring
opinion that ‘[w]e are not final because we are infallible, but we are infallible only because we are
final’: Brown v. Allen, 344 U.S. 443 (1953).

41 B. Bix, ‘Michael Moore’s Realist Approach to Law’ (1992) 140(4) University of Pennsylvania Law
Review, pp. 1293–331, at 1304.

42 H. Kelsen, ‘On the Theory of Juridic Fictions: With Special Consideration of Vaihinger’s Philosophy of
the As-If’ (trans. C. Kletzer), in M. Del Mar & W. Twining (eds), Legal Fictions in Theory and Practice
(Springer, 2015), pp. 3–22, at 10.
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this does not automatically mean that the ship in fact becomes a legal person. Rather,
one may sidewith Justice Holmes, who described the situation as ships being ‘treated as
if endowed with personality’.43

Let us take a rather extreme example. The corrupted elite of some country set up a
legal person entitled ‘the Great SpaghettiMonster’. They claim that themonster is a god
who deserves government funding and tax breaks. Furthermore, the elite claim they can
act as mouthpieces for the will of the Great Spaghetti Monster, and they therefore
appoint themselves as its representatives. It is obvious to more or less everyone that
the whole arrangement is merely a scheme to channel money into the pockets of the
elite. How should we understand the arrangement?

It may be helpful to distinguish two relevant modes of inquiry here: legal interpret-
ation, and analysis of the results of said interpretation. A judge or a doctrinal scholar
will typically be interested in understanding what legal consequences – legal norms –
flow from some legal arrangement, such as the Spaghetti Monster arrangement. Such
an interpretation may require her to take an ‘internal point of view’ to the claims of
the language. Proper understanding of the norms flowing from the arrangement may
be impossible without imagining that the Great Spaghetti Monster really exists.44 Of
course, it might not be necessary for the judge to actually believe in the monster.
Rather, the judge may occupy something akin to what Matthew Kramer denotes the
‘simulative perspective’: she ‘speaks or writes from a certain point of view without
being committed to it’ and ‘will frequently elaborate the implications of the set of beliefs
which [she] is expressing’.45

However, what about a legal theorist or philosopher who is not seeking to ascertain
the legal norms of a legal system, but rather to provide the best possible explanation and
analysis of said norms as well as the pertinent legal terms and concepts? Should they
take it for granted that the Great Spaghetti Monster is now a legal person?46 The
only credible answer to this question is negative. Instead, an explanation of the
Spaghetti Monster case should be informed by the best available theories of reality,

43 O.W. Holmes, The Common Law (Dover, 1991), pp. 26–7 (cited in Mawani, n. 20 above) (emphasis
added). This seems to be an excellent example of what John Chipman Gray, relying on Rudolf
Jhering, calls ‘historical fictions’. They are ‘devices for adding new law to old without changing the
form of the old law. Such fictions have had their field of operation largely in the domain of procedure,
and have consisted in pretending that a person or thing was other than that which he or it was in truth
(or that an event had occurred which had not in fact occurred) for the purpose of thereby giving an action
at law to or against a person who did not really come within the class to or against which the old action
was confined’: J.C. Gray, The Nature and Sources of the Law, in D. Campbell & P. Thomas (eds), 1st edn
(Ashgate 1997) pp. 30–1.

44 This point may perhaps be clearer if we consider a legal prohibition of acts that are offensive to some god
G. Interpreting the prohibition might very well necessitate imagining that G exists and then considering
what acts she would find offensive.

45 M.H. Kramer, In Defense of Legal Positivism: LawWithout Trimmings (Oxford University Press, 2010),
pp. 165–6. Note that even though Kramer talks about ‘set[s] of beliefs’, his treatment relates primarily to
attitudes of normative commitment (commitment to obey the duty-imposing norms of the legal system)
rather than to non-normative beliefs, such as whether there is a Great Spaghetti Monster.

46 Note that the scholar or philosopher can still take the pertinent legal norms for granted: they can assume
that there is indeed a legal arrangement labelled ‘the Great Spaghetti Monster’. Hence, the relevant ques-
tion here is not whether the arrangement is valid from a doctrinal perspective, nor whether it is desirable.
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law, and the relevant legal concepts. With the help of these tools, the scholar can
appraise the case at hand critically.

A legal theorist or philosopher, in seeking to explicate legal concepts and explain the
content of some legal system, in most cases should take as the basis for the analysis the
way in which terms and concepts are used in authoritative legal materials (such as sta-
tutes and precedents), but the theorist or philosopher could certainly also depart from
such usage. For instance, I have argued elsewhere that even though animal protection
legislation does not typically make any mention of rights, it is perfectly reasonable to
understand it as endowing animals with rights: we have duties towards animals
which, in the case of humans, would entail rights.47

After careful consideration, a scholar might, of course, conclude that the monster
really is a legal person. He might, for instance, employ a theory akin to that of
Petraz ̇ycki, but this takes us to the realm of substantive theorizing, rather than the rela-
tively formal view underlying the deference argument.

The Great Spaghetti Monster is, of course, a frivolous example, used here to pump
our intuitions and to make clear the two relevant modes of inquiry: (i) legal interpret-
ation, conducted by judges and doctrinal scholars to ascertain the content of legal
norms, and (ii) the exposition, explanation, and analysis of said norms. If we apply
this distinction to Rights of Nature provisions and judgments, we can note two inter-
related things. Firstly, interpreting such materials may very well require taking on the
relevant metaphysical assumptions underpinning them, but such assumptions are not
necessary for the subsequent analysis of the norms. Secondly, this distinction also pro-
vides us with a perspective on the anything-goes viewwhen invoked by, say, courts. For
instance, in a well-publicized – though since overturned – case, the High Court of the
State of Uttarakhand in India asserted that:

for a bigger thrust of socio-political-scientific development, evolution of afictional personality
to be a juristic person becomes inevitable. This may be any entity, living inanimate, objects or
things. It may be a religious institution or any such useful unit which may impel the Courts to
recognise it. This recognition is for subserving the needs and faith of the society.48

The Court here affirms the anything-goes view, all the while emphasizing the fictional
nature of ‘juristic personhood’.49 Though the phrase ‘legal fiction’ is ambiguous, the
Court’s reasoning may be understood as engaging in a doctrinal language game, focus-
ing on whether there are doctrinal limits to these kinds of legal fiction. If understood as
such, there is no necessary contradiction between the Court’s claim and mine. The law
can treat the river as if it were a legal person in order to achieve certain purposes, much
like the law can treat one as having accepted a parcel if one does not send it back within
a reasonable time. However, these effects can be achieved without assuming that the
river really is a legal person, or that the recipient really has accepted the goods. On

47 V. Kurki, A Theory of Legal Personhood (Oxford University Press, 2019), pp. 62–71.
48 High Court of Uttarakhand, Mohd Salim v. State of Uttarakhand & Others, WPPIL 126/2014 (2017),

para. 16.
49 By ‘juristic personhood’, I take the Court to mean artificial personhood, i.e., the legal personhood of

entities other than human individuals. See also Section 4 below.
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the other hand, the fact that some legal personhood arrangements turn out to be fic-
tional does not mean that legal personhood would in all instances amount to a legal
fiction. The law can treat some behaviour of the recipient as if they had accepted the
goods, but in some cases they have really accepted the goods. Similarly, the fictional
nature of some legislative or judicial ascriptions of legal personhood does not entail
that all such ascriptions are fictional. Some entities can really be legal persons.

Now, can a natural entity really be a legal person? As noted above, I take this to be a
substantive jurisprudential question, and it is this substantive realm where the rest of
this article will dwell. I will shortly present my doubts as to why legal personhood,
properly understood, cannot be extended to natural entities. However, before then I
will address the corporate argument. In the course of so doing I will also present my
theory of legal personhood.

4.      

Let us firstly note some central features of the Western doctrine of legal personhood.
Traditionally, the main types of legal person have been divided into two categories:
(i) born human beings (natural persons), and (ii) corporations (artificial persons).
The latter includes business corporations, as well as other incorporated entities, such
as universities, foundations, and so on.50 I will focus on certain ambiguities of the
term ‘corporation’ below.

Legal personhood is most commonly understood more or less interchangeably with
being a subject of legal rights and/or duties; civil law jurisdictions typically use ‘legal
subject’ interchangeably with ‘legal person’. Thus, one is a legal person if, and only
if, one holds at least one legal right and/or duty. I have elsewhere termed this under-
standing as the ‘orthodox view’ of legal personhood.51 However, I have challenged
the orthodox view: the two notions of ‘holding legal rights/and or duties’ and ‘being
a legal person’ should be distinguished.

It is encouraging to see that, in their analysis of Rights of Nature, Kauffmann and
Martin arrive at a similar conclusion as I have reached in my more general treatment.
Kauffmann and Martin distinguish the ‘Nature’s Rights Model’ from the ‘Legal
PersonhoodModel’.52 The former involves giving unique rights to ecosystems, whereas
the latter involves extending to themwhat Kauffmann andMartin label ‘human rights’.
While I am somewhat wary of their choice of the phrase ‘human rights’,53 I believe my

50 Whether, e.g., the legal entities resulting from Rights of Nature arrangements should be classified as cor-
porations (in the broad sense of ‘corporation’) is a matter for debate. Note also that some relevant com-
mercial arrangements are not universally classified as corporations; for instance, some take the business
corporation to be specifically a limited liability company. If the business corporation is understood in this
manner, then, e.g., commercial partnerships may be classified as legal persons and yet not as corpora-
tions. This issue has no bearing on the argument here.

51 More specifically, this is one formulation of the orthodox view; see Kurki, n. 47 above, pp. 55–87.
52 Kauffman & Martin, n. 1 above, p. 15.
53 E.g., Kauffmann and Martin probably do not mean that human rights, as understood in international

human rights law, would have been extended to ecosystems or natural entities. Rather, by ‘human rights’
I take them to mean roughly ‘some important rights that humans hold’.
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theory is more or less in line with what Kauffmann and Martin mean by legal
personhood.

According tomy Bundle Theory, legal personhood is a cluster property: it consists of
a number of incidents of legal personhood. Not all of these incidents always come
together. In this respect, legal personhood resembles ownership, understood as a bun-
dle of rights: not all of the incidents of the bundle are always present in all instances of
ownership. Though possession of an object is an incident of ownership, one can possess
an object without owning it. Similarly, one can hold some rights and duties without
being a legal person.54 However, being a legal person presupposes that one can hold
certain types of rights and duties. I will return to this issue in Section 5.

4.1. Two Ways of Understanding Corporations

Asmentioned, the existence of corporations is often taken to illustrate the fact thatmore
or less anything could be a legal person. This is understandable, given that corporations
are non-physical entities. If even non-physical entities can be legal persons, then – the
argument goes – natural entities certainly can. However, in fact, this corporate argu-
ment relies on a theoretical confusion, stemming from a systematic ambiguity pertain-
ing to legal personhood: when discussing the notion, it is easy to conflate bundles of
rights and duties with the entities that hold said rights and duties. For example,
when discussing Apple Inc., onemay be referring either to the purely legal entity created
by filing articles of incorporation, or to the collectivity: an organization with a com-
pany culture and a hierarchy. These two aspects of a typical corporation come apart
in certain atypical cases, such as one-person corporations, which are not collectivities.

Given the number of confusing aspects that arise from the conflation of these two
senses of ‘legal person’, I have opted to give them different labels. Thus, an entity
that is the subject of an array of rights and duties – sufficient to constitute legal person-
hood for its holder – is, in my terminology, a legal person. On the other hand, I denote
the array of rights and duties itself a ‘legal platform’. Hence, when Matti starts a one-
person corporation, he is not creating a legal person, but rather merely a legal platform
(see Figure 1).55 Now he has two platforms that attach to him: one is his natural legal
platform, which is the result of his status as a natural person and which he usually can-
not get rid of; the other is his corporate legal platform, which he can, for instance, sell.

54 This distinction between ‘subject of rights/duties’ and ‘legal person’ has some rather clear applications to
the matter at hand. The Whanganui River case, for instance, has quite clearly to do with legal person-
hood: the entity Te Awa Tupua can, under the relevant legislation and agreement, for instance, own prop-
erty and enter into contracts. Compare this with, say, Art. 71(1) of the Ecuadorian Constitution,
translation available at: https://pdba.georgetown.edu/Constitutions/Ecuador/english08.html (‘Nature,
or Pacha Mama, where life is reproduced and occurs, has the right to integral respect for its existence
and for the maintenance and regeneration of its life cycles, structure, functions and evolutionary pro-
cesses’). Even though nature is here (purportedly) given constitutional rights, the arrangement does
not resemble the legal status of natural persons and corporations that much: nature, for instance cannot
own property, enter into contracts, and so on. Thus, such an arrangement is more appositely understood
along the lines of declaring Pacha Mama a subject of rights rather than a legal person.

55 He has, in a sense, access to two legal masks, personae.
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Let us now consider two possibleways of understanding the notion of a corporation.
The US Supreme Court has famously described corporations as existing ‘only in con-
templation of law’.56 Following this line of thought, we can understand the corporation
as a corporate legal platform: the corporation is simply a legal platform – a bundle of
rights and duties. In this case, the corporation is certainly a legal construct. However, if
we adopt this definition, we cannot then use the example of the corporation to support
the anything-goes view. If the legal person is (by definition) a legal platform – a bundle
of rights and duties – it does not follow that anything can be a legal person. Rather,
what follows is that only bundles of rights and duties can be legal persons. We can
here draw an analogy with other legal concepts that do not involve imposing statuses
on objects. For instance, consider the concept of debt. It is a category error to ask,
‘Who or what can be a debt?’ because debts are simply legal relations, rather than sta-
tuses imposed upon objects.57 Similarly, if ‘corporation’ and ‘legal person’ are defined
as bundles of rights and duties, it is more or less meaningless to ask who or what can be
a legal person.

The alternative is to denote by ‘corporation’ the entity that actually holds the bundle
of rights and duties that comprise the platform. In this case we need to specify the par-
ties that hold the rights and duties constituting the legal platform. This is essentially a
question of corporate ontology: is the corporation some kind of a group entity, capable
of holding rights and duties distinct from its members, or should the corporation be
understood as reducible to the individuals involved? This is a difficult substantive ques-
tion – and also, to my mind, unavoidable. As Eric Orts notes: ‘To ignore organizational
ontology is actually to adopt one or another ontological view unconsciously,

Figure 1 Matti’s Legal Platforms

56 Trustees of Dartmouth College v. Woodward, 17 US 518 (1819) 636.
57 The existence of a debt, of course, can depend on some physical (or, e.g., digital) object, such as a prom-

issory note. Furthermore, we can still ask questions such as ‘who or what can be a debtor?’.
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ignorantly, or manipulatively’.58 I think that the most central case of corporations is
that of incorporated collectivities – that is, collective agents that have been given the sta-
tus of a legal person.

Many ‘traditional’ theories of corporations put weight on one of these two aspects.
For instance, so-called fiction theories often emphasize the legally created nature of
corporations, thus approaching them as corporate platforms. Real-entity theories
posit, as the name implies, that corporations are incorporated collectivities with an
existence outside the law as well.59 I myself understand corporations as incorporated
collectivities. However, we need not pick sides with these theories here; we should
simply recognize that we cannot adopt both approaches at the same time, and that
neither understanding of the corporation lends support to the anything-goes
approach.

If corporations – and legal persons more generally – are understood as legal plat-
forms, the notion of a corporation is restricted to the normative realm. None of the
readers of this article can be legal persons because rights and duties cannot read.
Instead, the readers can only have a legal person – an array of rights and duties –
attributed to them, much like they can have debts.60 Furthermore, the fact that we
can name bundles of rights and duties ‘Apple Inc.’ or ‘Te Awa Tupua’ does not say
anything about who, or what, holds the rights and duties constituting these plat-
forms. On the other hand, if we understand corporations as incorporated collectiv-
ities, we have then reached the conclusion that human collectivities – not only
human individuals – can be legal persons. From this conclusion it does not plausibly
follow that anything could be a legal person. Rather, human collectivities resemble
human individuals in a number of relevant ways. As a number of philosophers
have recently argued, many such collectivities in fact can function as agents and as
loci of interests, separate from the agency and interests of their individual members.61

Hence, their legal personhood is prima facie quite plausible rather than being a stretch
of the legal imagination.

Over the course of this rather lengthy discussion, I have countered two arguments
that support the ‘everything-goes view’: the deference argument and the corporate
argument. I have thus hoped to establish that not everything can be a legal person. I

58 E.W. Orts, ‘Theorizing the Firm: Organizational Ontology in the Supreme Court’ (2016) 65(2) DePaul
Law Review, pp. 559–92, at 562.

59 For a modern overview see, e.g., E.W. Orts, Business Persons: A Legal Theory of the Firm (Oxford
University Press, 2013), pp. 1–29.

60 This is the Kelsenian approach to legal personhood – a legal person is simply rights and duties: H. Kelsen,
General Theory of Law and State (Transaction, 2006), p. 94.

61 Agency is, of course, a very vague notion. In a broad sense ‘agency’ can be used to refer to entities whose
behaviour one can predict using the intentional stance, i.e., to which one can attribute beliefs, desires and
intentions; see D. Dennett, The Intentional Stance (The MIT Press, 1987). In a narrower, juridical sense,
the term can refer to the properties that are jointly necessary and sufficient for some X to be appropriately
treated as an active legal person. On group agency theory see, e.g., C. List & P. Pettit, Group Agency:
The Possibility, Design, and Status of Corporate Agents (Oxford University Press, 2011); K. Ritchie,
‘Social Structures and the Ontology of Social Groups’ (2020) 100(2) Philosophy and
Phenomenological Research, pp. 402–24; R. Tuomela, Social Ontology: Collective Intentionality and
Group Agents (Oxford University Press, 2013); and Kurki, n. 47 above, pp. 159–62.
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can now, finally, move on to present my positive view of which entities I take to be
potential legal persons.

5.      ?
A positive account of potential legal personhood needs to rely on an understanding of
what it means to be a legal person. My account is based on the distinction between pas-
sive and active legal personhood.

Active legal persons are treated by the law as agents: they can typically decide about
their affairs and be held legally responsible for their actions. Some scholars, especially
those with connections with sociology of law, seem to think that legal personhood
necessarily entails legal recognition as an agent. For instance, Gunther Teubner sug-
gests that the legal personhood of animals would mean their entry as new ‘juridical
actors’.62 I disagree. Legal personhood can be purely passive, as with infants. Passive
legal personhood consists of the kind of incidents that infants are endowed with in a
typical Western legal system. Compare a human infant with, say, a non-human animal.
Though non-human animals are not legal persons in typicalWestern legal systems, they
do indeed hold some legal rights. For instance, animal welfare legislation protects ani-
mals from some forms of maltreatment. It is perfectly reasonable to say that the animals
thereby gain correlative rights against maltreatment.63 However, such rights are highly
limited in scope and stringency.

On the other hand, a human infant – let us call her Lucy – is endowed with thewhole
array of passive incidents of legal personhood. These incidents fall within two groups.
The substantive incidents determine Lucy’s ‘primary’ rights vis-à-vis others and the
state. These include the fact that she has strong forms of protection pertaining to her
life, liberty and bodily integrity; that contracts can be entered into in her name; that
she is able to own property; and that she herself cannot be owned. The remedy inci-
dents, on the other hand, determine what legal means Lucy (or rather her representa-
tive, on her behalf) can resort to if her substantive incidents are not respected. Let us
say that someone infringes Lucy’s right to bodily integrity. The harm Lucy has under-
gone may be given legal recognition, meaning that the tortfeasor may be liable to com-
pensate Lucy. She also has legal standing, meaning that the tortfeasor can be sued in her
name. Finally, if the infringement of her rights is serious enough, she may also be
deemed the victim of a crime. Thus, not only does Lucy enjoy much stronger protection
than virtually all non-human animals, but she also has access to legal
personhood-related tools that are usually unavailable to animals, such as legal standing
and tort law. These incidents are set out in Table 1.

62 G. Teubner, ‘Rights of Non-humans? Electronic Agents and Animals as New Actors in Politics and Law’

(2006) 33(4) Journal of Law and Society, pp. 497–521, at 521.
63 On whether types of welfarist protection are rights see, e.g., C. McCausland, ‘The Five Freedoms of

Animal Welfare are Rights’ (2014) 27 Journal of Agricultural and Environmental Ethics, pp. 649–62,
and S. Stucki, ‘Towards a Theory of Legal Animal Rights: Simple and Fundamental Rights’ (2020) 40(3)
Oxford Journal of Legal Studies, pp. 533–60, at 543–51.
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The incidents of passive legal personhood consist primarily of claim-rights. A claim-
right is always correlative to some duty, and it is the ‘direction’ of that duty: the holder
of a claim-right is the party to whom the correlative duty is owed.64 What constitutes a
claim-right is highly contested. The main theories that have sought to answer this ques-
tion are the interest theory and the will theory of rights. According to the interest the-
ory, claim-rights, when respected, further the interests of the right holder, who stands to
benefit from the fulfilment of a duty.65 On the other hand, according to the will theory,
the holding of a claim-right comprises the capacity to control the duty of a third party,
for example, the standing to sue the duty bearer if the latter does not comply with her
duty.66 I side with the interest theory. Its strengths are particularly pronounced when
explaining passive legal personhood. Thewill theory cannot explain why, say, newborn
infants can be legal persons, as they cannot, for instance, make decisions about whether
to enforce their rights. The interest theory can – without requiring the attribution of
agency to the right holder. Now, the will theory is not per se incompatible with my the-
ory of legal personhood, given that I do not equate legal personhoodwith right holding.
However, an account of legal personhood based on the will theory would then need to

Table 1 The Incidents of Legal Personhood

1. Passive incidents 2. Active incidents

1A. Substantive passive
incidents

1B. Remedy
incidents 2A. Legal competences

2B. Onerous legal
personhood

• fundamental protections:
protection of life, liberty,
and bodily integrity

• capacity to be the
beneficiary of special rights
(e.g., be party to a contract)

• capacity to own property
• insusceptibility to being
owned

• standing
• victim status in
criminal law

• capacity to
suffer legal
types of harm

• capacity to administer
the other incidents without
a representative (e.g., capacity
to enter into contracts)

• responsibility in
criminal law

• responsibility in
tort law

• other types of legal
responsibility

64 This terminology is based on the analysis of legal relations canonized in the works of Wesley Newcomb
Hohfeld, and further developed by rights theorists. Claim-rights are here distinguished from other types
of legal position that are in common parlance labelled ‘rights’, such as liberties (permissions to do or
refrain from doing something) and immunities (the inability of others to change one’s legal situation);
see W.N. Hohfeld, ‘Some Fundamental Legal Conceptions as Applied in Legal Reasoning’ (1913)
23(1) Yale Law Journal, pp. 16–59. As one referee pointed out, Hohfeld was originally focused
on human beings as the subjects of such legal positions, but ‘neo-Hohfeldians’ have since expanded
the Hohfeldian analysis to cover also, e.g., non-human animals; see, e.g., T.G. Kelch, ‘The Role of
the Rational and the Emotive in a Theory of Animal Rights’ (1999) 27(1) Boston College
Environmental Affairs Law Review, pp. 1–42; M.H. Kramer, ‘Getting Rights Right’, in
M.H. Kramer (ed.), Rights, Wrongs and Responsibilities (Palgrave, 2001), pp. 28–95.

65 See, e.g., Kramer, n. 23 above, and J. Raz, ‘On the Nature of Rights’ (1984) 93(370)Mind, pp. 194–214.
66 See, e.g., N.E. Simmonds, ‘Rights at the Cutting Edge’, in M.H. Kramer, N.E. Simmonds & H. Steiner

(eds), A Debate over Rights: Philosophical Enquiries (Oxford University Press, 1998), pp. 113–232.
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explain passive legal personhood in terms other than claim-rights. The will theory of
rights, on the other hand, finds more success in explaining active legal personhood.

Compare Lucy with Diana, who is an adult and deemed to be sui iuris – that is, not
under the power of another. Diana’s situation is different in at least two respects.
Firstly, Diana may administer her own rights and duties; she normally does not require
a representative. Secondly, Diana may be held legally responsible in various ways. She is
thus endowed not only with passive but alsowith active legal personhood. This aspect of
legal personhood requires a certain degree of agency: for instance, the capacity to operate
with notions such as contracts requires some understanding of the legal-normativeworld.

What follows from the Bundle Theory is that one may hold a limited number of
rights (and duties) without being a legal person.67 The line between a ‘mere’ right
holder and a legal person is not clear, as is characteristic of cluster concepts. For
instance, the path of women to ‘full’ legal personhood in many jurisdictions has
been gradual, and there is no single legal development that would have turned
women from legal non-persons to legal persons. Rather, women were gradually
endowed with an increasing number of the incidents.

We have now distinguished (i) passive legal personhood, (ii) active legal personhood,
and (iii) legal platform. The interrelations of these three elements are presented in
Figure 2, which represents the legal personhood of an infant, Lauri. The infant has a
legal platform that is in his name. However, he is unable to administer his rights and
duties. Rather, they are administered on his behalf by his representative, such as a
parent. There is thus a tripartite division of elements to keep in mind:

• the platform itself;
• the passive party, who is the holder of the rights contained in the platform;
• the active party, who administers the platform and represents the passive party.

This division is illustrated in Figure 2.
In the case of an adult human being of soundmind, the passive and the active parties are
the same individual. However, they come apart in the case of passive legal persons, who
are instead represented by an active party.

Employing this trifurcation, a legal personhood arrangement that putatively grants
legal personhood to a natural entity could be interpreted in at least the following ways:

1. Passive legal personhood:
(a) The natural entity itself (the land, water and so on) is the passive legal person,

represented by an administrator.
(b) The passive legal person is a collectivity whose specified joint interests are

represented.

67 Furthermore, one might also be a legal person without holding any rights. This conclusion would follow
if one subscribes to a ‘hard’ will theory of rights, which denies that, e.g., young children hold rights.
Young children regardless are legal persons. Hence, one would need to conclude that right holding is
not required for passive legal personhood. I do not subscribe to such an understanding of rights.
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(c) There is no passive legal person qua beneficiary: the administrators of the
legal platform are simply tasked with carrying out the purpose of the entity.

2. Active legal personhood: further to 1(a) above, the natural entity itself adminis-
ters its legal platform and bears duties.

I next address the active legal personhood of a natural entity before moving on to pas-
sive legal personhood.

5.1. Active Legal Personhood of Natural Entities

The building blocks of active legal personhood are duties and competences.68 Adults of
sound mind are, on the one hand, held responsible for their deeds and, on the other,
able to administer their legal platform.

The active legal personhood of natural entities is quite clearly implausible. For
instance, consider the problem that is occasionally brought up with regard to the duties
of rivers. If the Whanganui River floods and causes harm, should the river be held
responsible? Kauffmann and Martin note that one issue with the legal personhood
model is that ‘it creates legal liabilities for ecosystems. … The idea that ecosystems
have the same responsibilities to humans that humans have toward each other is
absurd. We cannot hold a river liable for flooding, or hold the climate accountable
for damage caused by sea level rise’.69

Figure 2 The Tripartite Division between Passive Legal Personhood, Active Legal Personhood and a
Legal Platform

68 See Kurki, n. 47 above, pp. 138–50.
69 Kauffman & Martin, n. 1 above, p. 221.
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The idea is indeed absurd if we actually take the natural entity or ecosystem to be the
actor itself. Genuine attributions of responsibility to, say, the river would involve ques-
tions such as mens rea and intention. Did the river intend to cause the harm? Could it
have foreseen it or prevented it? It does not make sense to ask these questions for the
simple reason that rivers are not intentional entities. On the other hand, if we do not
attribute legal personhood to the river itself, the idea of the duties of, say, Te Awa
Tupua becomes moremeaningful. It is perfectly meaningful to think that compensation
for damages caused by the flood should be paid from the legal platform Te Awa Tupua,
by its administrators, as a type of vicarious liability.

Attributing legal competences to rivers is problematic as well. Richard Tur envisages
a contract with a river, ‘stating that if the river rose, it would be given x goats and y of
the other things the society deemed valuable’.70 Now, again, a jurisdiction or an indi-
vidual may certainly label this event as a ‘contract’, but is that really an appropriate
label? Do most of the usual features of contracts apply? How do we, for instance,
apply typical contractual doctrines such as force majeure, mistake, and so on? Can
we establish that the river could not have foreseen the drought that prevented it from
rising to the level required? The same applies to competences more generally: they
are meaningful only when applied to entities with a sufficient level of agency – beliefs,
desires and intentions, including the capacity to form such states relating to rights and
duties.71 Contracts, of course, can be entered into in the name of, say, Te Awa Tupua.
Someone could, for instance, agree to clean plastic pollution in the river in exchange for
money. However, it would clearly not be the river that would be expected to log into its
bank account to pay the money owed. Rather, the obligated party would be those
empowered to act in the name of the legal platform.72 Hence, such contracts would
not entail active legal personhood for the river.

There is a rather interesting imaginary ‘case study’ entitled ‘terra0’. Created by the
artists Paul Seidler, Paul Kolling andMaxHampshire, the idea is described in thewhite-
paper as follows:

Can an augmented forest own and utilise itself? terra0 is a self-owned forest; an ongoing
art project that strives to set up a prototype of a self-utilizating piece of land. terra0 creates
a scenario whereby a forest is able to sell licences to log trees through automated processes,
smart contracts and Blockchain technology. In doing so, this forest accumulates capital. A
shift from valorization through third parties to a self-utilization makes it possible for the
forest to procure its real exchange value, and eventually buy (thus own) itself. The augmen-
ted forest, as owner of itself, is in the position to buy more ground and therefore to
expand.73

This idea is certainly interesting. It may also have various doctrinal complexities that
are outside the scope of this article. The question I am interested in here is whether

70 Tur, n. 9 above, p. 121
71 Agency is a vague and contested notion, as noted in n. 61 above.
72 Many thanks to Laura Burgers for this example.
73 P. Seidler, P. Kolling &M. Hampshire, ‘Terra0: Can an Augmented Forest Own and Utilise Itself?’, May

2016, available at: https://terra0.org/assets/pdf/terra0_white_paper_2016.pdf.
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we can literally say that the forest is doing any of the things that it is supposed to be
doing – and it certainly is not: if we wish to find an agent here, it is either the algorithm
or, say, its programmers, not the forest.74

On the other hand, it would be a mistake to completely reject the legal personhood
of natural entities merely because natural entities cannot be active legal persons.
Animals can certainly be passive legal persons regardless of whether they qualify for
active legal personhood. I will address this aspect of legal personhood next.

5.2. Passive Legal Personhood of Natural Entities

As already mentioned, there are certainly indirect legal personhood arrangements that
involve all types of natural entity. Such arrangements do undoubtedly have all sorts of
legal consequence, often imposing various duties on human beings – such as, the duty
not to pollute the natural area, and the liability to be sued by the relevant legal person if
the duty is breached. However, is the duty really owed to the natural entity itself? Is it
really the natural entity that is wronged if the duty is breached?

To reiterate my position, I hold that one must be able to hold claim-rights – which I
will simply call ‘rights’ – in order to qualify as a passive legal person.75 I also think that
the interest theory of rights best explains such rights. Hence, a right is correlated by a
duty, the performance of which will serve the interests of the right holder. It might
therefore be reasonable to think that having interests is sufficient for a capacity to
hold claim-rights. According to the interest theory, having interests is certainly a neces-
sary condition for the holding of rights. Consider some obvious cases of entities that do
not have interests, such as numbers or the gust of wind that passed by my house yester-
day at 6:25pm. It is quite clear that such entities can have neither interests nor rights.
However, the notion of interest is still somewhat elusive. What kind of entities, then,
can feasibly be said to have interests?

Theorists occasionally distinguish between two senses of ‘interest’.76 The term,
firstly, can refer to something one is interested in. Such an interest presupposes a
basic kind of agency: one is interested in something and presumably works towards
attaining it. However, ‘interest’ may also mean what is in one’s interest. Though
these two senses may be intertwined, it is the latter sense that is more relevant for the
interest theory of rights. So, how exactly should this notion of interests be fleshed
out? Scholars have offered more and less expansive notions of interests. A relatively,

74 Furthermore, one may ask whether the authors commit the same kind of conflation of meaning as dis-
cussed above: namely, merely because certain transactions are undertaken in the name of a legal platform
(‘forest’), this does not mean that they are done on behalf of the forest itself.

75 My position, therefore, is based on what Joshua Gellers calls a ‘properties-based approach’, which he
contrasts with a ‘relational approach’. He writes that ‘in the properties-based approach, the way we
decide how to treat a robot (how we believe we ought to engage with it) depends on its characteristics
(what it is). In the relational approach, the moment we enter into social relations with an entity, obliga-
tions towards it are established (howwe ought to treat it) irrespective of the qualities that suggest its alter-
ity (what it is)’: J. Gellers, Rights for Robots: Artificial Intelligence, Animal and Environmental Law
(Routledge, 2021), p. 16.

76 See T. Regan, ‘Feinberg onWhat Sorts of Beings Can Have Rights’ (1976) 14(4) The Southern Journal of
Philosophy, pp. 485–98.
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though not extremely77 expansive conception of interests is offered by Charles Taylor,
who contends that individual organisms may have ‘a good of their own’:78 ‘All organ-
isms, whether conscious or not, are teleological centers of life in the sense that each is a
unified, coherently ordered system of goal-oriented activities that has a constant ten-
dency to protect and maintain the organism’s existence’.79

According to Taylor, being a teleological centre of life imbues an organism with ‘a
good of its own’ or, in other words, interests. Taylor’s overall argument is somewhat
surprising. He rejects the moral rights of organisms such as plants by employing a
will theory of rights – plants cannot insist on their rights – but, regardless, affirms
that plants could hold legal rights by virtue of having a ‘good of their own’. Thus,
his account of legal rights is closer to an interest theory or a ‘soft’ will theory, which
allows for rights through representation.80 Setting aside this incongruity, we can
note two things. Firstly, even Taylor seems to deny that ecosystems and natural areas
could hold legal rights. Secondly, we can still ask whether being a teleological centre
of life really is sufficient for the capacity to hold claim-rights.81 I would argue against
this conclusion because of the intimate connection of claim-rights and wronging.82

Consider the relationship between an infant and his legal guardian. Let us say that
the infant owns some money, which the administrator is legally obligated to administer
in a manner that is beneficial for the infant. If the administrator contravenes this duty,
she has wronged the infant. This notion of standing-to-be-wronged is central in
explaining the relationship between the guardian and her principal, and it does not
apply to plants: plants cannot be wronged.

The idea of standing-to-be-wronged is ‘baked into’ an even narrower conception of
interests. According to this conception, interests presuppose sentience, which means

77 Kramer has a very expansive understanding. According to him, ‘any being B has interests if and only if B’s
situation can be enhanced orworsened. Under that conception of interests, the occurrence of some event e
is in the interest of B if the occurrence of ewill either improve B’s situation or avert a worsening of it. An
entity is without any interests only if its condition is insusceptible to any enhancement or deterioration’:
M.H. Kramer, Liberalism with Excellence (Oxford University Press, 2017), p. 137. Thus, he contends
that not only sentient beings but also ‘insentient entities such as rivers and trees and master paintings
and elegant buildings’ can have interests. His conception is thus extremely capacious. However, he
does not think that elegant buildings can have rights: he, like Joseph Raz, maintains that being endowed
with interests alone does not entail that one can hold rights. One must also be of ultimate value.
Furthermore, he contends that sentience normally is sufficient for ultimate value; see Kramer, n. 64
above. Hence, his view on the domain of right holders is close to that of Steinbock and Korsgaard, dis-
cussed below in this section. For an overview of different accounts of the interests of non-sentient organ-
isms, see K. McShane, ‘Against Etiological Function Accounts of Interests’ (2021) 198 Synthese,
pp. 3499–517.

78 Taylor, n. 21 above, p. 222.
79 Ibid.
80 For a somewhat similar account (treating moral and legal rights differently), see Simmonds, n. 66 above.
81 Taylor is also sceptical of the interests of machines: ‘The goal-oriented operations of machines are not

inherent to them as the goal-oriented behavior of organisms is inherent to them. To put it another
way, the goals of a machine are derivative [from the goals of its human creator], whereas the goals of
a living thing are original’: Taylor, n. 21 above, p. 124. I find the relevance of this distinction doubtful.
Would, say, machines the goals of which have not been determined by a human, but rather generated ran-
domly, then qualify as having a good of their own?

82 See V.A.J. Kurki, ‘Rights, Harming and Wronging: A Restatement of the Interest Theory’ (2018) 38(3)
Oxford Journal of Legal Studies, pp. 430–50.
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having a point of view of the world and subjective experiences. Bonnie Steinbock, for
instance, notes that sentient beings have ‘a stake… in their ownwell-being. It matters to
sentient beings how you treat them. This simply does not apply to plants. Plants are
totally indifferent to treatment that furthers or hinders their well-being’.83 This view
is embraced by scholars such as Peter Singer, Ronald Dworkin, and Joel Feinberg.84

Many of the broader views, which ascribe interests to non-sentient organisms, suffer
from certain issues, as identified by Katie McShane. For instance, in her taxonomy,
McShane describes one account of interests as ‘teleological organization’ having to
do with the ‘self-maintenance’ of an organism.85 However, such an ‘internal-teleology’
account of interests may lead to rather surprising conclusions: for instance, even flames
and hurricanes would fit the bill and would therefore have ‘interests’ and ‘good of their
own’, as Sune Holm notes.86 For reasons such as these I find the narrow conception of
interests to be the most plausible. However, adopting this narrow view of interests does
not necessarily affect the overall argument: many who adopt a broader notion of inter-
ests do not think that all kinds of interest give rise to the capacity to hold rights.87

Christine Korsgaard offers a way of reconciling, to some extent, the Taylorian view
with the narrow conception of interests, by explaining from an Aristotelian point of
view why plants cannot be wronged even though they have a good their own. She
notes, firstly, that things can be good for someX in two different ways. In the functional
sense, a whetstone may be good for a knife and gasoline good for a car, because they
help these objects in performing their functions:

When we use the concept of good-for in this way, we refer to activities or conditions that
maintain or promote the ability of the knife or the car to function well. But of course we do
not mean that they are good from the point of view of the knife or the car, for knives and
cars do not have points of view.88

Things can be good and bad in this functional sense for plants – and for animals, too.
However, things can also be good or bad in the final sense, and the ‘point of view’ just
referred to is important for this good. According to Korsgaard, ‘[w]e call something
“good” in the final sense when we consider it worth having, realizing, or bringing
about for its own sake’.89 She notes that animals also have a final good because ‘an ani-
mal experiences her own condition, and the things that affect it, as good- and bad-for
her’.90 Korsgaard goes so far as to claim that ‘[t]he final good came into the world with

83 B. Steinbock, Life Before Birth: The Moral and Legal Status of Embryos and Fetuses, 2nd edn (Oxford
University Press, 2011), p. 20. One referee noted that Steinbock’s formulation is ambiguous in that she
could be understood as referring to the awareness that one is suffering. Such an awareness would require
self-consciousness, rather than merely sentience. However, I take Steinbock to be referring to sentience.

84 For an overview of such theorists see Kramer, n. 77 above, pp. 135–7.
85 McShane, n. 77 above, p. 3511.
86 S. Holm, ‘Teleology and Biocentrism’ (2017) 194 Synthese, pp. 1075–87, at 1084–5.
87 E.g., Kramer, n. 77 above.
88 C.M. Korsgaard, Fellow Creatures: Our Obligations to the Other Animals (Oxford University Press,

2018), p. 18.
89 Ibid., p. 17
90 Ibid., p. 21.
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animals, for an animal is, pretty much by definition, the kind of thing that has a final
good’.91

These features of sentient animals explain why we can have duties for animals, and
why we can wrong them; but other organisms do not have such final goods because
things cannot be good or bad for them in the final sense. Korsgaard remarks that
‘[p]lants seem to have a good of their own. They do not exist for our benefit’.92

However, the good of plants is only final in an explanatory sense: ‘the explanation of
what is good about the sunshine and rain seems to end with the plants themselves—it
does not depend, the way the good of artifacts does, on some other good’.93

It is thus possible to hold that plants have a good of their own, and still deny that
plants are of ultimate value and that they can be wronged. Hence, by contravening
my duty to take care of some plant, I have not harmed the plant in any more robust
sense than if I harm someone else’s car.

To sum up, assuming that (i) the passive legal personhood of some X requires that X
has the capacity to hold-claim rights; (ii) claim-rights can be held only by entities that
have a stake in how things go for them and that thereby can be wronged; and (iii) only
sentient beings can have such a stake, then natural entities cannot be passive legal
persons.

I should make two caveats here. Firstly, there are some exceptions and difficult cases
pertaining to the sentience requirement for passive legal personhood. For instance, some
human beings – such as permanently comatose people and anencephalic infants – who
are broadly understood as right holders and legal persons, are not sentient.94 Such
cases are exceedingly difficult, and one possible conclusion is that such individuals cannot
hold rights or be legal persons, in spite of their being broadly understood as right holders.
On the other hand, some human (and potentially non-human) collectivities are a special
case. There are collectivities that can function as group agents – working collectively
towards a shared purpose – or as loci of the interests of the affected sentient beings.95

Such groups can hold rights and be legal persons in spite of their not being sentient
beings, though this capacity depends on the fact that they consist of sentient beings.

Secondly, it is worth reiterating that the argument here does not mean that the Rights
of Nature arrangements would somehow be devoid of legal validity. They are certainly
valid law, with legal consequences. The question is simply how this law should be ana-
lyzed, described, and classified: what are the exact legal consequences following from
these arrangements, and to whom do they result in rights and duties?

91 Ibid.
92 Ibid., p. 24.
93 Ibid.
94 I thank one of the anonymous reviewers for stressing this point; see, e.g., J. Berg, ‘Of Elephants and

Embryos: A Proposed Framework for Legal Personhood’ (2007) 59(2) Hastings Law Journal,
pp. 369–406; J. Neuner, ‘Zur Rechtsfähigkeit des Anencephalus’ (2013) 31(10) Medizinrecht,
pp. 647–51; M.H. Kramer, ‘Do Animals and Dead People Have Legal Rights?’ (2001) 14(1) Canadian
Journal of Law & Jurisprudence, pp. 29–54.

95 On group agency see n. 61 above. On collective interests see, e.g., Kramer, n. 24 above, pp. 49–60.
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6. 

This article has scrutinizedwhether natural entities can hold rights or be legal persons. I
have argued firstly against the anything-goes view, and the two main arguments
mounted in its support: the deference argument and the corporate argument. I have
sought to disarm the deference argument by distinguishing the role that legislative lan-
guage and concepts play in legal interpretation, as opposed to their role in theorizing.
The corporate argument, on the other hand, relies on a conflation of legal person and
legal platform. Once this conflation is exposed, the argument loses its power.

I have then argued that whether something can be a legal person depends onwhether
it can be held responsible; whether it can exercise legal competences; and whether it can
hold claim-rights and can therefore be wronged. Natural entities, such as rivers, are not
capable of any of these things, and therefore cannot be legal persons.

Now, I may, of course, be wrong. Perhaps there is an explanation for how non-
sentient organisms, or even inanimate objects and ecosystems, can be wronged. Or per-
haps passive legal personhood is not, under the best theory, connected with wronging
and claim-rights in the manner described. Perhaps my overall theory of legal person-
hood is mistaken. Such questions, however, are a matter of substantive argumentation
rather than something that the legislator could simply decide. Addressing such ques-
tions is just as unavoidable here as it is with regard to the moral rights, or moral per-
sonhood, of natural entities.

The ambitions of this article have been theoretical clarity and preciseness. Hence, the
purpose has not been to argue against the idea of employing legal personhood or legal
subjectivity for environmental purposes. Rather, I have simply asked whether such
arrangements really mean what they are occasionally purported to mean. Is a natural
entity really, directly, a legal person following a legal personhood arrangement that
purports to give it legal personhood? I have argued that the answer is negative: such
arrangements ultimately amount only to indirect legal personhood. There are a number
of ways of understanding Rights of Nature arrangements on indirect terms, and the best
analysis will depend on the context. Some arrangements can be understood as a locus of
the interests of the local collectivity consisting of human and/or non-human animals.
Other arrangements might be best conceptualized as a foundation or a trust, not really
representing anyone at all. All of these options are open to the scholar trying to make
sense of these legal personhood arrangements. In the case of the Te Awa Tupua
arrangement, I have argued elsewhere that the administrators of the Te Awa Tupua
platform owe their duties towards a collective beneficiary, consisting of the sentient
beings that depend on the river in one way or another.96 It is this collective beneficiary
that the administrators represent rather than the river itself.

However, even if we reject the notion that rivers and other natural entities could be
legal persons, this does not necessarily mean being opposed to the political and legis-
lative goals of the Rights of Naturemovement. Enacting legislation that treats some nat-
ural entity as a direct legal person is a type of legal fiction, but such legal fictions may be

96 See Kurki, n. 47 above, pp. 170–3.
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justified in the light of the instrumental and symbolic rationales. The symbolic ration-
ale, in particular, can justify the fiction of purporting to give direct legal personhood to
nature or natural entities. However, in most cases the instrumental rationale can pre-
sumably be served by indirect legal personhood arrangements. If environmental protec-
tion requires setting up a legal person to protect a natural entity, such an arrangement is
likely to be achieved without claiming that the natural entity has become a legal person.
In some cases the fiction of direct legal personhood for natural entities might, of course,
be required for some doctrinal or other reason. However, even if the legislature or judi-
ciary were to establish direct legal personhood for some natural entity, legal scholars
need not take at face value the ontological assumptions underlying such arrangements.
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